EXPERIMENTAL ATTACK ON QUANTUM MONEY SCHEME USING MACHINE LEARNING
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The concept of quantum money has been originally suggested by S. Wiesner [1]. Its main
advantage is that every attempt to copy quantum banknotes leaves the quantum states
changed which provides a mark that the money has been counterfeited. According to the
no-cloning theorem the quantum states cannot be in general perfectly cloned (copied).
However, an imperfect cloning is still possible. Practical implementation of quantum
banking is highly dependent on the safety of quantum communication between the bank
and a payment terminal. This aspect of security has been already addressed
experimentally [2].
We present a version of an eavesdropping attack on the protocol proposed by Bozzio et
al. [3]. The aim of our research is to demonstrate that cloning implemented even rarely
enough that it is indistinguishable from noise is fully sufficient to acquire useful
information to counterfeit quantum banknotes. We exploit the fact that completely
random encoding of quantum banknotes is computationally impractical [4] and that the
bank needs to select a non-random but secret encoding algorithm. Machine learning
allows the attacker to predict future banknotes from partial information gained when
previous banknotes were cloned.
The scheme of the attack is depicted in the Fig. 1. We consider a credit card containing
banknotes encoded using some secret function derived from the public serial number of
the banknote. As proposed in [3], quantum banknotes were encoded into sequences of
photon pairs choosing one of the 8 encodings for each pair:
𝑆 = {|𝐷𝑅⟩, |𝐷𝐿⟩, |𝐴𝑅⟩, |𝐴𝐿⟩, |𝑅𝐷⟩, |𝐿𝐷⟩, |𝑅𝐴⟩, |𝐿𝐴⟩},
where |𝐷⟩, |𝐴⟩, |𝑅⟩ and |𝐿⟩ stand for polarisation states on the equator of Poincaré
sphere, i.e. diagonal, anti diagonal, right-handed and left-handed polarisation. The
vendor's terminal is supposed to perform measurement on these pairs as requested by
the bank (randomly choosing D/A and R/L basis for the entire pair). In our case, however,
the terminal controlled by the attacker performs quantum phase covariant cloning on a
fraction of the pairs and then subjects all copies to the above mentioned measurement.
Information gained by this procedure feeds a subsequent machine learning algorithm
trying to predict bank's encoding secret.

Figure 1: Scheme of the attack. By performing phase covariant cloning the attacker
acquires some information about the encoding of the current banknotes. Subsequently
this information can be used to counterfeit so far unused banknotes.
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